I.12
Changes

Date on which the European patent application was deemed to be withdrawn

legal basis
No special provision.

data in PRS for
All entries in the European Patent Bulletin since number 1/78 (20.12.78)
first document affected EP 0001264; first entry in PRS on 25 June 1980

field meaning

yyymmdd
Date of issue of the European Patent Bulletin in which the change or correction is published.

yyymmdd'
Correct date on which the European patent application was deemed to be withdrawn.

code meaning
References to deletions, corrections and alterations related to entries previously published in sections I.1 to I.11 of the European Patent Bulletin appear in section I.12 Changes. This points exclusively to corrections due to printing or encoding errors or to alterations in pieces of information previously published in the bulletin.

This code refers to a correction of the last entry in the bulletin concerning a European patent application which was deemed to be withdrawn, published in section "1.8(3) Date on which the European patent application was deemed to be withdrawn". Given is the correct date on which the European patent application was deemed to be withdrawn.
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EP P 504176 891212 A A 89 3940996 PRIORITAET (PATENTANMELDUNG)
901205 AA WO 901205 W 90 EP 9002101 PCT-ANMELDUNG
-"=" AE EP 901205 A 90 90917492 EUROPAEISCHE ANMELDUNG
909233 AK + IN EINER ANMELDUNG BENANNTEN VERTRAGSSTAATEN AT BE
CH DE DK ES FR GB GR IT LI LU NL SE AI
-"=" A1 + VERÖFFENTLICHUNG DER ANMELDUNG MIT RECHERCHENBERICHT
-"=" 17W + PROVENSANTRAG GESTELLT 920603
941228 B18D = ALS EUROPEGENOMMEN GELTEN (KORR.) 940701
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